Ultra Magnus

Allegiance: Autobot
Function: City Commander
Quote: “Consistency is victory.”
Biography: A model Autobot and soldier, most comfortable when implementing his
long-time friend Optimus Prime’s orders. Incredibly brave and determined, excellent in
those occasions where he takes on command responsibilities, though he’s not fully
comfortable as a leader. Carries long-range missiles and blaster rifles, combines with his
car-carrier trailer to form a ‘super’ mode. Ever ready to sacrifice for his men and his mission.
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Bluebolt

Allegiance: Autobot
Function: Gunner
Quote: “Courage is not measured by the power of your weapon.”
Biography: A grim professional, a brilliant marksman with a reputation for perfection,
but doesn’t feel that he accomplishes much as an Autobot. Regrets his expertise at
weaponry, because he feels he may have no place in the peace that he struggles so
hard to achieve. Majority of his power systems dedicated to his ion cannons. Deep regrets about his ability and function cause emotional distress.
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Ultra Magnus (Cab)
Instructions
Supplies: To create this Paperformer, you will
need white glue, scissors. If you’re confident in
your skills, a ruler and exacto knife can be used to
cut out the edges of the parts.
CHANGE! Head Assemblies: Cut out the parts
labeled ‘head’, ‘head brace’, and ‘large head
back’. Fold the head and brace into boxes and
glue into shape. Glue the head onto the top of
the brace, centered.
Fold and glue large head back into a box, but
leave the top flaps unglued. Let dry. Insert head
and brace into the large head back. Glue flaps
over, allowing the head to slide freely into and
out of the large head back. Let dry.
Cut out large face, large head brace, and ‘head
cowling’. Fold and glue large face into a box, and
then glue it to the front of the large head back.
Glue both head pieces onto the large head brace.
Let dry. Faces should both face the same direction.
Fold and glue head cowling back into a box, but
leave the top flaps unglued. Let dry. Insert large
head and brace into the cowling. Glue flaps over,
allowing the head to slide freely into and out of
the cowling. Let dry.
CHANGE! Arms: Cut out the two shoulder socket
pieces. Fold each into open boxes and glue into
shape. Glue each shoulder socket onto one side
of the completely head assembly. The socket’s
‘holes’ should be facing up and down, and the
sockets should line up with the front and top of
the head assembly.
Cut out the two shoulder pieces. Fold and leaf the
pieces through the shoulder socket pieces. Glue
into open boxes, making a ‘paper chain’. The figure’s faction symbol should face outside.
Cut out the arm guards and four smokestack
pieces. Fold and glue the arm guards into rectangular boxes. Fold and glue the four smokestack
pieces into triangular bars.
Glue the arm guard to the back of the shoulder,
so that the top of each lines up with the top of

the head assembly. Glue the shorter and
wider smokestack pieces to the back of the
arm guard, lining it up top as well.
Insert the longer smokestack pieces into the
shorter ones, using a small drop of glue to
keep them into place.
Cut out the two mid-arm pieces and fold
them and glue them to make cube boxes.
Glue each mid-arm to the bottom of the
shoulder pieces.
Cut out the elbow joint and socket pieces.
Fold the joins into open boxes and glue into
shape. Fold and leaf the socket pieces
through each joint piece, then glue. You
should have two ‘chains’ at this point. Glue
one joint piece each to the underside of each
arm.
Cut out the two ‘hands’ pieces and make
cubes by folding them and gluing them into
shape. Glue the hands to the front of the arm
socket pieces.
CHANGE: Body: Cut out the ‘cab’, ‘waist’,
‘core’ and ‘grill’ pieces. Fold all four into regular boxes and glue them into shape. Glue the
cab piece onto the head assembly’s front, so
that the head assembly is centered with the
faces looking the same direction as the cab.
Glue the ‘waist’ piece, centered, on the bottom of the cab piece. Glue the ‘core’ piece
behind the waist piece, below the head assembly piece.
Glue the grill piece to the bottom of the waist
and core pieces. Be careful to allow the arms
to slide into and out of position between the
grill and cab sections.
Cut out the two single tire pieces, fold into
1/2-tires and glue into position on the sides of
the grill piece.
FINISH! Legs: Cut out the two leg hinge
pieces, and the leg joint piece. Fold the two
leg hinge pieces into rectangular blocks, each
with an opening on one side, and glue into
shape. Fold and glue the leg joint piece into a
triangular crossbar.
Insert one end of the crossbar into the holes

in each of the leg hinge pieces. Glue the leg
hinge pieces into place against the grill and core
pieces. This will complete the ‘cab cube’. Let dry.
Cut out the upper leg and shins pieces. Fold and
glue both into boxes. Glue upper leg onto one of
the exposed sides of the leg joint piece. Glue
shins to the bottom of the upper legs piece.
Cut out the ‘rear tire’ pieces and then fold and
glue them into shape. Glue each set of tires to
each side of the shins.
Cut out small ‘hitch’ piece. Fold and glue into a
small box. Glue hitch to the top center of the back
of the shins, where the shins meet the upped
legs.
TRANSFORM! To form robot mode, swing down
legs. Extend arms out from sides. Extend regular
robot head from body. To return to vehicle mode,
reverse order of instructions.

Ultra Magnus (Trailer)
Instructions
CHANGE! Chest: Cut out breastplate and the
lower catch pieces. Fold breastplate in half and
glue into a flat piece. Fold catch piece into a rectangular box and glue into shape.
Cut out the two large chest pieces, the L C Brace,
and center brace pieces. Fold all into boxes and
glue into shape. Cut out the C Strut piece and fold
in half, gluing it into a thick single piece.
Glue the back of L Chest pieces to the far sides of
the C Strut piece. Glue the L C Brace piece between the two L Chest pieces. At this point, the
four assembled chest pieces should make a rectangle, with the thin strut on top, and the chest
pieces on the side.
Glue Center Brace to the bottom of the chest assembly so far, centered. Glue entire chest assembly to the front side of the breast place. Glue the
catch piece to the bottom of the chest assembly,
lining it up with the breastplate.
Cut out the two forward rigging pieces. Fold and
glue the riggings into boxes. Glue each box to the
upper sides of the chest, with the longest edge
heading to the back.

CHANGE! Stow Assembly: Cut out the Stow
Struts and Stow support piece. Fold and glue
the struts into rectangular boxes. Fold and
glue the support piece into a triangular cross
bar. Glue each strut piece to the far sides of
the same side of the support bar.
Cut out waist piece. Fold into shape and wrap
around the center of the Stow support piece.
Glue into shape, but be sure that the stow
support rolls snugly but freely inside the
waist.
Cut out cod piece and upper legs piece. Fold
both into boxes. Glue upper legs piece to the
waist piece. Glue opposite end of the waist
piece to the bottom of the catch piece. Secure
waist by gluing code piece to the front of the
waist and upper legs.
CHANGE! Lower Legs: Cut out the ‘lower
legs’, ‘feet’, and ‘rear rigging’ pieces. Fold all
pieces into boxes and glue them into shape.
Glue the lower legs piece to the bottom of
the upper legs piece. Glue the feet piece to
the front of the lower legs piece. At the bottom.
Glue the rear rigging pieces to the sides of
the lower legs, lined up with the bottom of
the legs. The front of the rigging pieces
should line up to half-way on the feet piece.
Cut out the two ‘rear tire’ pieces. Glue and
fold into shape. Glue each tire piece in the
corners formed by the feet and rigging
pieces.
FINISH: Arms: Cut out the rigging hinges and
bolts. Fold the hinges into rectangular boxes
and glue into shape. Fold the bolts into shape
and insert them to link two hinges together.
Glue the bolts into shape, but be sure the
hinges can move freely. Allow to dry, then
glue one each of the hinge pieces to the back
of front riggings.
Cut out the four caps, two large arms, and
the four upper ramp pieces. Fold all into
boxes and glue into shape.
For each arm, glue the forward ramp to one
side of a cap. Glue the ‘free’ side of the ramp
to another cap. Glue the rear ramp to the

other side of that cap. Glue the arm piece to the
other side of the rear ramp. Repeat for other arm.
Cut out the large shoulder pieces and fold into
boxes. Before gluing, wrap the shoulders around
the forward ramp piece of each arm assembly.
Finish gluing the shoulder boxes into shape, being sure that the upper ramp piece still slides
freely.
Glue the sides of the shoulders to the free hinges
on top of the forward rigging. The arms should
be able to swing freely to the sides, and also snug
together for vehicle mode to form the upper
ramp.
TRANSFORM! To transform to super robot, swing
trailer ramps to sides to form arms. Slide arms up
within shoulders. Transform small robot to cab
mode, swing legs down. Slide cab behind large
robot chest. Extend large head from cab body. To
return to car carrier mode, reverse the order of
instructions.

Bluebolt—Instructions

CHANGE! Body Frame: Cut out the parts labeled
‘head’, ‘head joints’, ‘shoulders’, ‘waist’, and
‘canopy’. Start by folding the canopy into a box
and gluing it into shape. Fold the waist into a box
and glue it into shape as well. Glue waist to the
bottom backside of the canopy.
Take a head joint piece and fold it into an open
box. Glue onto the center of the canopy back,
with the open pieces facing the canopy sides.
Take the other head joint piece and leaf it
through the one attached on the canopy. Glue it
as an open box, making sure it can side freely.
Take two shoulder pieces and fold them into
open boxes, gluing them into shape. Glue them
vertically onto the canopy back, along the top.
Leave room in the center top for the robot head,
and for the arms to tuck partially beneath the canopy. Leaf the remaining shoulder pieces into the
ones glued on the canopy, as before.
When dry, fold the head piece into a box and
glue it into shape. Glue it into the sliding head
piece, with the face pointing up. Allow to dry.
CHANGE! Arms: Cut out the ‘arm’ and ‘back’
pieces. The arm pieces look a little complicated,

but they fold into a box with the tires extending a little to the bottom. Glue into shape,
and then attach the top part of each to the
shoulder pieces beneath the canopy. When
done, the arms should slide from the vehicle
sides freely.
Take the back piece and glue it into place
along the torso, and bare shoulder pieces.
FINISH! Legs: Cut out the two leg pieces, the
hood piece, the leg brace, and the two wheel
pieces. Create the legs and wheel pieces by
folding them up as boxes and gluing them
into shape. Create the leg brace by folding it
into a triangular crossbar and glue it into
shape.
Glue the legs to opposite ends of one side of
the leg brace. Let dry and then glue the free
sides of each leg to the underside of the
torso. The legs will extend a bit beyond the
torso piece to the sides.
Fold the hood piece into a box and glue into
place, but do not yet close off the tab on the
top. Instead, once the shins piece is dry, insert
the leg brace into the shins piece, with the
color part of the shins piece facing forward.
Insert the shin’s loose tab between the legs
and then secure the brace into place by gluing it down. The legs should be able to slide
in and out of the hood freely.
Lastly, glue the wheels to the sides of the
hood. When the arms are tucked in, the front
and back wheels should line up.
TRANSFORM! To form robot mode, extend
hood. Extend arms out from sides. Pull head
from trunk. To return to vehicle mode, reverse
the order of instructions.

